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Preceding experimental results suggest that disturbances
of auditory information processing within the thalamo-
cortical loop are a core issue relating schizophrenia [1].
Wide differences between schizophrenia patients and
healthy controls were found in phase-locking of cortex
EEG. We derive a phenomenological mathematical
model based on coupled phase oscillators with continu-
ous distributed frequencies to describe the neural activ-
ity of the thalamocortical loop. Concerning phase-
locking effects observed we examine the influence of the
bidirectional coupling strengths between the thalamic
and the cortical area. We widen this approach to a
model consisting of a thalamic area coupled to three
cortical areas, each modeled by a set of nonidentical
phase oscillators. At the investigation of our model we
use Ott-Antonsen theory [2] and Pikovsky-Rosenblum
reduction methods [3]. The results derived from our
mathematical model coincide with the experimental
data obtained by EEG measurements. The model pro-
vides that modifying the coupling strength from the tha-
lamic region to a cortical region effects the duration of
phase synchronization and while modifying the coupling
back to the thalamic region affects the strength of syn-
chronization in this cortical area. Thus it supports the
view that the coupling between the thalamic region and
cortical regions is the responsible mechanism for dys-
function of the thalamo-cortical loop in schizophrenia.
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